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The private sector versus the government:

A four-state labour market transition model

Drs. Gijs J.M. Dekkers

WORC, Tilburg University, The Netherlands
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1. Introduction

As in many developed countries, the government is an important employer in the Netherlands.

Its participation in total labour demand was 13.8~o in 1970. This demand rose steadily until it

reached a peek of 19.3qo in 1984, after which it declined to 18.2qo in 1989. In the 1990's, this

decline continued, but the importance of the government as an employer remains. However,

little research has been done on the confrontation between the government and the private sector

on the labour market. Who attracts which kind of employees? Is it possible to differentiate

between the government and the private sector, in terms of the individual characteristics of the

people they attract? And can this be achieved with respect to the other labour market situations

an individual can be found in? These questions will be dealt with in this article.

This article consists of two parts: in the first part, a theoretical transition model is derived in

which where the effect of changing human capital on the transition probabilities between four

labour market situations is analyzed. This model is an extension of the three-state model by

Burdett, Kiefer, Mortensen and Neumann, 1984. In the second part, the model is estimated,

using data from the Dutch Social Economic Panel (SEP: Sociaal Economisch Panel), in order

to see whether the conclusions of the model are supported by the data.

The four relevant labour market states are:

- employed in the private sector (state 1)

- unemployed (state 2), which is a state in which an índividual has no job and is seeking

one.
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out of the labour market (state 3), which is a state in which an individual has no job and

is not seeking one; the reason for this might be (i) that slhe devotes him-or herself to

childcaring and housekeeping, (ii) that slhe is physically or mentally unable to work,

or (iii) that helshe is self-employed.

employed in the government sector (state 4)

2. The model

Let u; denote the utility if state i is occupied (i-1,..4). As only relative utility flows are relevant

when choosing between different states, it can be assumed without loss of generality that u3

equals zero. Suppose that u, and ud can be written as u, - zfe, and u, - zfe„ in which z is

the part of the wage which depends on fixed characteristics, and e, and e4 are the random parts

of the wage. Denote ~; the arrival rate of job offers in state i. Assume that the following holds:

~2 - max(~1,N~z,~3,l~~ (1)

The reasoning underlying this assumption is that the unemployment state is the only state in

which the individual actively seeks for a job offer.

Using the notation given above, the state dependent value function for time being infinitesimal

can be written as:

u~ t p.; x T(z)
V,.(z te1,u2,0,ztea) -

N~; }P
i-1,2,3,4

T(z) -E maxk~,.z.3.aVk(z}~i,uZ~O,zt~a)

(2)

So, the value an individual attains to a certain state i consists of the value of the present

situation, u;, and the value of the possible future situations or opportunities.

The variable p is the discount rate.
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The partial derivatives of the value functions for the different states are:

av - 1- ,vi-i
ael ~1}p

-0 ,di~ 1
a v,. - 1au - ~2}p'Vi-2

2
-0 ,`di~2

a v,. - 1- ,Vi-4
ae4 ~C4 tp

-0 ,vi~4

(3)

Define the acceptance region A;(z) as the set of combinations of different random variables, for

which a state is preferred.

A;(Z) -~(e1,u2,e4) i ~; -m2xk-, .2.3.4Vk(Z}el~uz'Z}e4)J

Now the following proposition is, in line with Burdett, et al., based on equation 3:

(4)

Proposition 1. The strategy that maximizes expected discounted utility can be characterized by

the numbers e,(z),e,(z),u,(z),a(z),I3(z),~y(z) as being:

V,(...) - V3(...) ? 0 del -e,(z) ? 0
VZ(...) - V3(...) ? ~ `dll2 - UZ(Z) ? ~

V4(...) - V3(...) ? ~ ve4 -e4(Z) ? ~

and which follows directly from equation 3.

The acceptance regions of the different states can be shown graphically:
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f
V,(...) ~ VZ V el ? a(Z) , aa(Z)~au2 - p t~z

v,(...) ~ v, ve4 ? Q(Z) , aa(z)iae, - P}~`4
a t~,

V4(...) ? VZ v e4 ? y(z) , ay(Z)~au2 - P}~`4
a }~2

figure 1: acceptance regions

where a-a(z,u~, ~3-a(z,e,), y-ti(z,u~ and the partial derivatives of a, (3 and y given in

proposition 1.

The interpretation of this figure is a bit less straightforward than in the case of Burdett et al.

1fie individual observes a certain el, u2 and e4. He has to decide what state he must move into

by choosing the alternative with the highest value'. This is equivalent to comparing the states

1, 2, 3 and 4 at the same time, and moving to or staying in the state where the lines from el,

' Of course, this could also mean staying in his current state. In general, one might say that
the individual decides which states he must not move into, in order to maximize 2.
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u2 and e4 meet. However, in order to keep the interpretation as simple as possible, suppose that

an individual observes this combination of el, u2 and e4 and takes a serial decision, based on

Figure 2, which is the same as Figure 1, but in a two dimensional plane.

figure 2: acceptance regions

The 'serial' decision of the individual is the following. He first chooses the best of the states

1, 2 and 3, using the north-west graph in which the acceptance regions of these states are

shown. He then compares the optimal state with the state which has not yet been decided upon

(in this case state 4). So, suppose from the north-west graph, the individual chooses state 1 to

be the optimal state (in other words, he finds himself in the A 1 region). He then moves to the

north-east graph and compares state 1 with state 4. On the other hand, suppose that our

individual had chosen state 2 as being the optimal state in the north-west graph.

Then, the next step would have been to compare this state with state 4, as can be done in the

south-west graph.

Proposition 1 is only useful in this model if we can show that a relation exists between el(z),

u2(z), e4(z) and z, respectively. Then a change in the human capital of an individual influences

the acceptance regions and therefore the transition probabilities of that individual.
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The partial derivatives of the infinitesimal state value function for the different states to the

human capital wage are given by:

aV(...) 1 x I t dT(z) X~1 ~ i-1,4
az - p t ~; dz

aV(...) ~; x dT(z) ~ i -2,3
az - p } ~.; dz

As 8V;(...)laz depends only on z, it can be written as 8V;(z)laz, 1-1,2,3,4.

The rest of this text will be devoted to showing the effects of changes of z on the acceptance

regions, and the corresponding probabilities that an individual moves from one state to another.

We know from equation 2 that

T(z) takes the value of the highest V.

From this proposition 2 follows:

Proposition 2. For at least one V,., the following must hold:

a v,. ~ dT(z) ~ o
az dz

(g)

Proof.~ This can be seen by rewriting equation 7. Suppose V; to be the utility maximizing state.

In that case, V; equals T(z) and, thererore, the partial derivative of V; to z is equal to the

derivative of T to z. Suppose V; to not be the utility maximizing state, but to be the utility

maximizing state as z grows larger. In other words, suppose that the individual will move from

a certain state to state V; as his human capital increases. In that case, the partial derivative of

V; to z must be greater than the derivative of T(z) to z.

It can be seen from equation 7 that proposition 2 is only satisfied for i being equal to either 1

or 4 or both. Thus:
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a v, (z) ) a v,.(z)
az az

n v (9)
a v,(z) ~ a v,.(z) i- 2 3az az ' '

It can be shown, as is done in the appendix, that proposition 2 is satisfied for i being both 1 and

4.

From assumption 1 follows ~.~ ~{c3, and from this follows:

a vz(z) ~ a v3(z)
az az

The relation between the partial derivatives of state 1 and 4, respectively, to z, are described

by proposition 3:

Proposition 3. The following condition holds:

i f 1 l then
aVe(z) ) aV(z)

f `~a ~bJ az az

da,b-1,4 ,a~b

Proof.. see appendix

The interpretation of proposition 3 is that the efiect of a change of the human capital to the

value of that human capital, depends on the sheltered character of the situation an individual is

in. So, the human capital value (which can be interpreted as the wage-offer) of an individual

in a sheltered sector rises more than the human capital value of an individual in an open sector.

The reason for this is that this higher value must compensate for the lack of opportunities,
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caused by the position of T(z) in the state dependent value function, if proposition 3 is, in fact,

the direct result from equation 8. For further calculations, assume that ~4 ~~.1. This implies

that an increase of one's human capital is better rewarded if the individual is currently employed

in the private sector.

Equations 9, 10 and proposition 3 then lead to proposition 4:

Proposition 4. The following conditions hold:

d~ZZ~ ~ o, ddZZ~ ~ o, ddZZ~ ~ o

and

aa(Z,u2) ~ o aa(Z,eJ ~ o, ay(Z'u2~ ~ o
aZ aZ aZ

Proof.. see appendix2

(12)

(13)

The effect of an increasing z on the acceptance regions is shown graphically in Figure 3:

z As the acceptance regions are three-dimensional, the calculations done here are not the

same as done by Burdett et al. Moreover, it must be noted that there is a somewhat confusing

typing error in their proposition 2 on page 563: the derivative of alpha to z should be negative
instead of equal to zero.
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figure 3: effect of human capital wage on acceptance sets.

What can be said about the effect of changes of human capital on the acceptance regions? What

is most striking is that the surface of the acceptance region of state 3(out of the labour market)

decreases relative to all other states. That is, as one's human capital increases, the individual

is less likely to choose to remain or get out of the labour market. Another thing is that, in the

north-west and north-east graphs, the acceptance region of state 1 increases. In other words, the

individual is more likely to remain in, or move to, a state of employment in the private sector.

In the case of the comparison of the states 1 and 2(that is, employed in the government sector

and unemployment), the reason is intuitively clear; as the human capital of the individuals

increases, so does the wage rate of the job offers they get. Thus they are more likely to accept

a job. In the north-east graph, it is shown that an individual will more likely view a job in the

private sector as being optimal (given that he is currently in the government sector).

The other effects are ambiguous. For instance, the reaction of the acceptance region of a job

in the government sector (A4) to changes of z is positive in the (u~,e,) plane (the south-west

graph), but ambiguous in the (e„e,) plane (the north-east graph), which means that the overall

effect of z on A4 is ambiguous.
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Analogous to Burdett et al., the instantaneous probability flow that state j will next be occupied,

given that the individual is currently in state i, is now defined as:

~,y-~;~(z) , d~,~-1,2,3,4 n ~~~
~r;(z) - J dF(é1,u2,é~

~,(Z)

The hazard or escape rate from state i can be written as:

~i`Z) -u 3 1 ~i~N(z) , 1-1,2,3,4
l - ,1

Proposition 5 follows from propositions 3 and 4 and equations 9, 10 and 14:

Proposition 5.

a~i1 ~ 0 vi-2,3,4
áz
a~,;~ ~ o d~-1,2,4
az

a~;~ -~
áz - ~
a~,;, - ~
áz - '

v i-1,3,4

vi-1,2,3

(14)

Proof.- see Appendix and figure 3.

As the derivative of the state 1 hazard with respect to z is positive, an individual can be

expected to move to (or stay in) state 1, the state of employment in the private sector. Likewise,

an individual will more likely move out of state 3, the out of the labour market state. However,

the elasticity of the hazard rate of the second and the fourth state to changes in the human

capital cannot be uniquely defined. It is interesting to take a closer look at the instantaneous

partial probability flows towards states 2 and 4, as it will be shown that the fact that the partial

hazards of these states are undetermined when taking a simultaneous decision on four states (that

is, in the three dimensional plane) arises from the (underlying) undetermency of the changes of
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the partial hazard between the two labour states 1 and 4, excluding the other states (that is,

deciding in a two dimensional plane). From a theoretical point of view, this seems

straightforward, as this means that the individuals for which the human capital is the highest

will not be found uniquely in one of the two labour sectors. This is done by analyzing these

probability flows in a two-dimensional plane. As can be shown in the figures, for AZ and A„

the relevant two-dimensional planes are (el,u2), (u2,e4), and (el,e4), (u2,e4) respectively.

Proposition 6.

a~;~ -
-? i-1,3áZ

in the (e,,uJ plane.

a~i2 -? i-a,3aZ

in the (uZ,e~ plane.

a~i4 -? ~-1,3aZ

in the (e,,e~ plane.

a~i4 ~ o ~-2,3áZ

in the (u:,e~ plane.

Proof.- see Appendix and Figure 3.
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Thus, the two-dimensional analysis of the instantaneous probability flows reveals that the

contradicting effects which lead to the undetermined hazards for these states are in the case of

state 2 the result of underlying undetermined instantaneous probability flows. For state 4, the

probability flow between this state and state 2 will increase as z increases. In other words, as

the human capital of individuals increases, they will more likely move from unemployment to

a government job.

The conclusion is, therefore, that only the effect of z on the acceptance of the states 1

(employment in the private sector) and 3(out of the labour market) are, in respective order,

unambiguously positive and negative, as was stated during the discussion of the third graph. So,

as any individuals human capital increases, he will more likely move to (or stay in) a job in the

private sector and out of the out of the labour market situation.

The effect of z on the acceptance of state 2(unemployment) is ambiguous, due to contradicting

effects in the two relevant planes. That is, the effects of changing human capital on the

probability that an individual will move to (or stay in) the unemployment state, is positive, in

the case of the former, and negative in the case of the latter, when it is compared to the states

1 and 3 separately (see the north-west graph of figure 3). The total effect, however, is therefore

ambiguous: the acceptance region of state 2 gains relative to state 3 but loses relative to state

1. This ambiguity for state 2 is also the case when it is compared with the states 4 and 3(see

the south-west graph of figure 3). The reason for this is that, as the human capital increases,

the individual will more likely move out of state 3 into state 2(as the partial derivative of state

3 is negative in the three-dimensional plane). That is, an individual who is out of the labour

market, will start searching for a job as his expected wage offer rises with his human capital.

Simultaneously, however, he will more l~kely move out of state 2 into state 1 or 4(as the partial

derivative of state 1 and 4 are positive in the three - and two-dimensional plane, respectively).

Therefore, the ultimate effect of a change of the human capital to the probability that an

individual will move to (or stay in) the unemployment state is ambiguous.

The same problem exists for state 4, the state in which one is employed in the government

sector. On the one hand, as is the case with state 2, the individual will more likely move from

state 3(out of the labour market) to state 2. On the other hand, as the offer rate of the private

sector is higher, he will more likely move from the government sector into the private sector.
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This model has some advantageous characteristics: first of all, it is conceptually simple: for a

maximizing individual, acceptance regions or four labour market states aze derived, and it is

analyzed how a change of the individual's human capital changes these acceptance regions with

respect to each other. Next, the model can be reduced to a likelihood function, which can be

estimated. This way, empirical support can be found (or not, of course). However, the

conclusion of the model is that nothing can be said on the effect of human capital to the

transition probabilities towards states 2 and 4. If the estimators which will be presented in the

next part of this text, turn out to be statistically insignificant for these two arrival states, this

could be interpreted as statistical support as well. This remains a weak support, however, as

there aze more possible reasons why these estimators could be insignificant.

3. Estimation

The (still unspecified) hazard given in equation 14 now has to be implemented in a likelihood

function, in order to estimate it. We know that the survival function, which is the probability

that the individual will remain in the specific state i up to t, can be written as':

S t'z e-Jo~`uMu - e-r~c~~
( ~ )-
j - 1,2,3,4. j ~ i.

Now the probability density function can be expressed as the probability that an individual will

move from state i to state j in period t, conditional on him being in state i up to that period

(which is S(t i z)).

f~(t;z) -~;; x s(r;z) , vi,j -1,2,3,4ni ~j

As the transition model is time-independent or stationary, it is possible to use the Lancaster

method (1979) to include information from left-censored spells. As is shown in the appendix,

the resulting log likelihood is:

' see Kalbfleisch et. al., 1980, p. 6.
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1nL(z,a) -~ k ~~d,~ln~;r.~Zk i Q) - T~n) ~;~~Zk i~)]

t~ ~ 1[d,, ln~~~ ~Z~ i~) - F~v) ~;.~Z,, i~)]

where T, is the length of the n-th, completed or right-censored spell, and Fo is the length of the

g-th left- or left- and right-censored spell. N is the number of not left-censored spells, and G

is the number of left-censored spells, both possibly right-censored.

For sake of computational convenience, assume the stationary hazard function for each

combination of i and j to be a proportional hazard modal in which the base hazard equals one,

so ~;~- exp{x,6;~}'.

The log-likelihood now becomes:

~ f~) - N I 3 s e~;,f JlnL z ~ k~,ld,tx~r,;, -Tx~ ~s,,n~;te

t
f s ~

~ ~ ~ Ld~~i.J. -F u n-1,n ~j e
.~

This function has been maximized for each combination of different states, based on the

maximisation method of Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman (1974)S. The model was estimated

with data from the Dutch Social Economic Panel (Sociaal Economic Panel) of the Central

Bureau of Statistics. The SEP data is the largest Dutch data set, consisting of about 5000 house-

holds, or about 10000 individuals per wave. Its information covers a wide range of variables

on labour, income, personal circumstances and background and other information. For our

purposes, seven subsequent six-month waves (from April 85 to April 88) were used. In order

to capture the state of left-censored observations, information on the state of departure of two

` see Kalbfleisch et.al., 1980, p. 32.

S see Berndt, E., Hall, B., Hall, R. and Hausman, J., Estimation and Inference in Nonlinear
Structural Models, Annals of Economic and Social Measurement 314, 1974, pp. 653-665. This
general solution algorithm was programmed by A. van Soest.
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preceding waves (the April and October 1984 waves) were used. The state of an individual at

a certain moment in time was based on the vaziable revealing the social-economic category, and

for each individual, the following vaziables were included:

- the state of departure

- the state of azrival

- censor
- length of the spell

The following variables were included as explanatory vaziables.

- age
- personal income

- family income

- last concluded level of education

- gender (0-female, 1-male)

- mazital status (0-unmazried, 1-married)

As might have been expected, a large number of observations had to be dropped from the

information set. Two reasons were that all left censored vaziables were ignored, and that all

observations with missing values had to be droppedb. The third main reason for the exclusion

of observations was that individuals under 16 and over 65 were assumed to be irrelevant, in that

they do not make any labour market decisions. After manipulation, there remained 5394

observations, which can be discussed using the following table:

6 to a certain extent, this was avoided 1) by assuming, for all missing values of marital

status, that the individual was unmazried, and 2) by simulating missing values of gender using

a Monte Carloprocedure.
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Table 1: number of transitions

FIT 1 2 3 4 cens.

1 . 23 180 1219 582

2 61 . 31 23 132

3 173 31 . 154 671

4 95 14 49 . 1583

For the sake of clazity it should be remembered that the four different states are (1) employment

in the private sector, (2) unemployment, (3) out of the labour mazket and (4) employment

government sector. As can be expected, transitions from a state to itself do not occur. As for

right-censored spells, it is equally obvious that the azrival state is unknown. Two things are

striking when looking at Table 1: the first is the lack of intensity of transitions between the state

of unemployment and the other states, which is reflected by the low digits in the second row.

The second remazkable thing is the unequal number of transitions between the government and

the private sector. For both departure states, the transitions towazds the other state (that is, from

state 1 to 4 and vice versa are the highest, signifying that, in relative terms, both sectors interact

intensively on the labour market. From the unequal number of transitions (namely 1219 versus

94), it is cleaz that the government sector has been growing relative to the private sector.

The length of the spells are shown in the graph on the next page.
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Most spells are of a duration of at most a year and a half. A striking exception was the

(relatively) high procentual frequency of long duration spells in the third state (out of the labour

market) and the government sector. For the out~f-the-labour mazket situation, this can be

understood by observing that spells of a length of six waves were all censored, so their exact

length is unknown but have a minimum of 6. The explanation is, therefore, that rather "static"

groups (such as housewives and the disabled) were included in this group. It can be shown that

the inclusion of the disabled was the cause of the majority of right censored spells.

For each departure state, three interrelated likelihood functions were estimated, one for each

arrival state8. Constant hazards were first calculated by letting only the intercept vazy in the

maximisation of the likelihood function. The resulting hazards (which were the exponents of the

intercepts) were:

Table 2: base hazards.

to state 1 to state 2 to state 3 to state 4

1 - 0.04315 0.035189 0.252763

2 0.137243 - 0.069529 0.051767

3 0.050171 0.0090 - 0.044829

4 0.032807 0.004764 0.016885 -

The ending values of the log-likelihoods, for each departure state, were -4001.889, -3879.7919,

-1501.068 and -757.005 .

' it should be noted again that the dataset contains left-censored spells. Therefore, spells
which started before they were first observed were assumed to have started at this point. This
meant that the true length of these left censored spells was more than the length they had
obtained in the data. In other words, the relative frequency of spells of long duration was
underestimated.

8 This is why the results were not grouped with respect to the arrival state, which would
have facilitated the verification of the concluding proposition 5.
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The probability of moving from either the inactive state (states 2 or 3) to the private sector was

larger than the probability of moving to the government, especially in the case of unemployed

individuals. The reason for this is likely to be the difference in size of both active states. Also,

the probability of leaving (which includes leaving involuntazily or 'being sacked'), was lower

for the govemment sector than for the private sector, which is in line with the assumption of

~.~ ~~.1, based on proposition 3. Another conclusion is that there was a fair probability that an

unemployed individual would lose confidence and step out of the labour market (that is, the

transition probability from state 2 to state 3 was relatively high). From column 4 it appears that

the government filled its vacancies primarily by attracting people from the private sector and

the unemployed.

The second step consisted of adding explanatory variables to the model. One word has to be

said on the choice of these explanatory variables: as "human capital" is a theoretical concept

and not an observable vaziable, it had to be approximated by other informatior. on the

individual. The choice of these variables was not consistently determined by theory, and

therefore several combinations of possible explanatory vaziables were applied; age, age squared,

family income, personal income, highest level of education, gender and mazital status. In

choosing the specific set of explanatory vaziables, statistical significance was the main

determinant of what combination of variables would be presented.

The number of significant estimators was disappointingly low9, and even zero in some cases

where it should not have been. The discussion will be limited to the significant variables which

seem to support proposition 5.

9 two-tail test of significance with a type I error of 0.05, resulting in a critical value of
1.96.
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Table 3: Regression results for departure state 1:

to state 2 to state 3 to state 4

intercept -0.466 (-4.57) -1.113 (1.27) -3.00 (-4.09)

age 0.003 (2.07) -0.033 (-3.91) 0.084 (2.29)

age2 -0. l O5D-2

(-2.42)

fam inc 0.479D-5

(0.24)

pers inc -0.526D-4

(-2.31)

0.291D-5

(1.02)

educ lev -0.171

(-0.94)

-0.400D-4

(-8.78)

-0.667D-2

(-0.10)

gender 0.347 (0.67) -0.430 (-2.12)

mar stat -1.179 (-2.52) -0.083 (-0.91) 0.031 (0.18)

The ending log-likelihoods are -3923.723, -3919.041 and -3910.957'0

'o note that the likelihood specifies the transitions of one departure state (in this case state
1) to the three other states (2, 3 and 4): so the ending log-likelihoods as given with the
regression results, cover more models than given in the table. In the same way, it is possible
that a certain value of the ending log-likelihood is given for different target states and one
departure state.
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Table 4: Regression results for departure state 2:

to state 1 to state 3 to state 4

intercept -1.523 (-1.04) -0.812 (-0.45) -3.641 (-1.09)

age -0.024 (-0.30) -0.068 (-0.68) 0.034 (0.17)

age- 0.229D-3 (0.23) O.100D-2 (0.83) -0.836D-3 (-0.31)

fam inc

pers inc 0.133D-4 (0.82) -0.617D-4 ( 2.59) 0.283D-4 (0.129)

educ lev -0.189 (-1.16) -0.711D-2 (-0.04) 0.046 (0.24)

gender

mar stat 0.460 (1.15) 0.048 (0.11) -0.252 (-0.40)

As all the results come from the same model, there is only one ending log-likelihood, which

is 374,780.
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Table 5: Regression results for departure state 3:

to state 1 to state 2 to state 4

intercept -5.693 (-7.01) -3.638 (-3.74) -5.348 (-5.82)

age 0.170 (3.59) -0.032 (-2.48) 0.148 (2.88)

age2 -0.220D-2 (-3.82) -0.214D-2 (-3.43)

fam inc -0.855D-5 (-0.90)

pers inc 0.367D-5 (0.89) -0.169D-4 (-0.76) -0.217D-4 (-3.21)

educ lev -0.015 (-0.20) -0.148 (-0.79) 0.070 (0.75)

gender -0.084 (-0.4) 1.303 (2.26) 0.449 (1.96)

mar stat

e en ing og- i e oo is - 4 .14 , or target states an 4, an - 44 .

remaining target state 2.

Table 6: Regression results for departure state 4:

to state 1 to state 2 to state 3

intercept 0.540 (0.41) -8.910 (-2.11) -2.592 (3.78)

age -0.206 (-2.91) 0.322 ( 1.86) -0.028 (-2.03)

age- 0.24D-2 (3.00) -0.384D-2 (-1.25)

fam inc 0.711D-5 (0.97)

pers inc -0.249D-5 (-3.41) -0.550 (-1.56) -0.493D-4 (-5.74)

educ lev 0.09 (1.03) 0.023 (0.10) -0.019 (-0.IS)

gender

mar stat -0.151 (-0.55) -2.771 (-3.76) 0.488 (1.27)
, -- ...-~... -

e en ~ng og- i e oo is - 1 . 4, or target states an , an - .

3.
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The probabilities of the transitions from state 1(employment in the private sector, see table 1)

to state 2(that is, becoming unemployed) and state 4(employment in the public sector) are not

determined by the model. However, the results are not less interesting: the probability of

becoming unemployed, in this case, positively related to age. However, the probabilities of

moving to the states 3(out of the labour market) and 4 are negatively related to age, and the

square of age, respectively. Assuming that an individual's age is seen as adding to his human

capital. T'his is in line with proposition 5, and proposition 3, respectively. The transition proba-

bilities from state 1 to state 3 should be inversely related to human capital and this is confirmed

by the signs of the significant regressors. Another interesting result is that married individuals

are less likely to become unemployed. To understand this (and the positive sign of the estimator

of age), note that the underlying theory for hazard models is basically a search theory, in which

an individual receives a number of "offers" or choices between states. He himself is the acting

person, so becoming unemployed should be interpreted as leaving a current job in order to

devote time to finding another job. An individual will only do so if he thinks his human capital

is high enough to run the risk of losing income for a undetermined period, that is, if he is

confident that he will soon enough receive a better offer". In this case, the positive estimator

of age to the transition probability of age is in line with the assumption of the positive relation

between age and human capital.

T'he regression results of the transition rates from state 2(see table 4) to the states l, 3 and 4

are disappointingly bad: only personal income is negatively correlated with the transition

probability from state 2 to state 3, and this was in line with proposition 5.

The results for departure state 3(as given in table 5) were better, and have an interesting

phenomenon was observed with respect to the effect of age and its square value. In the case of

departure state 1, age, or its square value had to be positively correlated with the unknown

human capital, in order for the signs of the regressors to match with proposition 5. In this case,

just the opposite was true. The only transition pair described by proposition 3, were the

transitions from state 3 to state 1 and here, human capital should have added positively to this

transition probability. Described in the terms of search theory: as one's human capital increases,

" This reasoning reveals the fact that hazard models are the empirical extention of search
theory. For an interesting survey of search theory, see Lipmann, S., McCall, J., The
Economics of Job Search (part I): a Survey, Economic Inquiry, June 1976, pp. 155-189.
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the probability that a wage offer will be higher than the reservation wage will increase. But in

the case of arrival state 1, given the sign of the estimator of the square of age, this square of

age must add negatively to human capital. Even though proposition 5 does not describe the

transitions from state 3 to 2, this remarkable conclusion is confirmed by logical reasoning: if

an individual's age increases, the probability that he or she will start looking for a job, decre-

ases. This is a relative discouraged worker effect, in the sense that a person's confidence in

finding a job in a reasonable time period decreases. This is only the case if age decreases human

capital .

As a last remark on the regression results of departure state 3, it is interesting to note that males

are significantly more likely to step out of state 3 and find a job in the government sector or

start looking for a job, that is, become unemployed. A possible reason for this could be that the

gender motivations are still traditional. It could be that women's choice to step out of the labour

market could be to devote themselves to raising children and housekeeping, whereas the main

reason for men could be entrepreneurship. In the latter case, returning to states 2 and 4 is easier

than in the former case. But, without further research, this is speculative and other reasons are

also probable.

When analyzing the regression results of departure state 4(see table 6), and in particular when

concentrating on the effect of age, the situation is as in the case of departure state 1: age (or

its square value) must be adding to human capital. This can be seen as follows: the square of

age adds to the transition probability of state 4 to state 1; as, according to proposition 5, human

capital also adds to this probability, the square of age and human capital must be positively

correlated. The inverse reasoning holds true for arrival state 3. It must therefore be concluded

that, based on departure states 1,3 and 4, age or its square value increases human capital if the

individual is departing from an active state, either 1 or 4, and decreases human capital if he is

in state 3. A possible and straightforward reason for this observation is that the age of a person

working is often synonymous with experience in the field, whereas an older person who is not

in an active state is (too) often considered to have lost touch with technological and social

developments in the field of his education or earlier job and to have lost the necessary skills for

a new job, as well as the ability to adapt and learn.
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There is not much empirical support for proposition 6. The only equation of which the variables

were statistically significant was the equation describing the transitions from state 3 to state 4,

as given in Table 5. The sign of the regressors of age and the square of age were consistent

with the conclusion given above, that an increase in age adds positively or negatively to human

capital, depending on the situation an individual is in. The negative estimator of personal

income in this case can be explained by noting again that entrepreneurs are formally out of the

labour market (at least, in this model). This means that, if an individual is out of the labour

market and has a high income, it could be that this individual's entrepreneurship is successful.

In that case, there is no reason for moving to the government sector.

4. Conclusions

The extension of the Burdett, et. al. model to a four state transition model was rather

straightforward and did not involve major conceptual difficulties. Based on a well-known conti-

nuous state-dependent value function, the acceptance regions were derived and it was analyzed

what effect a change of human capital had on these acceptance regions. In other words, defined

in terms of transition probabilities, it was analyzed whether a change of the human capital of

an individual changed the probabilities that he would move from a certain state to one of the

three others. However, as is shown in the text and in the appendix, the mathematical derivation

of the acceptance regions becomes more complicated and cannot be done with the two-

dimensional method used by Burdett, et. al. The mathematical model results in proposition 5,

in which human capital increases the transition probability towards employment in the private

sector and decreases the transition probability towards the "out of the labour market" situation.

The other arrival states, unemployment and employment in the private sector, are, with respect

to their correlation with human capital, not consistently described by the model.

Unfortunately, the number of significant estimators is rather low, but, in general, a certain

support for proposition 5 can be found. Especially interesting is the notion that age and the

square of age are evaluated according to the labour market situation an individual finds himself

in. If he is in an active situation (either states 1 or 4), age adds positively to human capital, and

could therefore be interpreted as being synonymous to experience. On the other hand, if an

individual is in an inactive state (2 or 3), age is adding negatively to human capital.
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One central question posed in the introduction, which has not been answered, is whether it is

possible to differentiate between the private and the government sector, with respect to the

individuals they attract. The answer is a prudent "yes": the effect of human capital on transition

probabilities towards the private sector is positive, a conclusion which is supported by the data.

A higher human capital has an ambiguous overall effect on the transition probabilities towards

the government sector. An analysis in the two-dimensional plane only makes the effect of

human capital on the transition probabilities from the inactive states to the government sector

positive. The other reason for prudence is that the government and the private sector are, in

some ways, much alike. This can (among other things) be concluded from proposition 6, the

conclusion on the evaluation of age in terms of human capital, and the ambiguity of the effect

of human capital on the transition probabilities from state 1 to state 4.
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Appendia

Proof of equation 9:

Substitute equation 7 in inequaiity 8, for i being 1 and 4:

1 t l~' x dT(z) ) dT(z) , i-1,4
P t~~ P t~c, dz dz

~ PdT(z) c 1 , i -1,4
dz

so if from proposition 2 follows that at 1 or 4 meets equation 9, so does the other.

Proof of proposition 3:

Equation 11 will be proven indirectly for the assumption that p.4 ~~cl, in the sense that,

departing from this equation, the assumption ~c4 ~~.1 must hold. Combine equation 7 and

proposition 3:

dT(z) dT(z)
1} dz Pa 1} dz ~`]

c
P t~a P } IA t

a dT(z) dT(z)
P}P dZ N~a { F~ ] t dZ N~al~ ]~

dT(z) dT(z)
P}P dZ N.1 } N~a { dZ ~a~]

~ PddZ)V'`4-~1) ~ ~4-~]

This holds either if: As condition (ii) would imply a violation of equation 8, the conclusion is

that ~c, c P, is the condition for proposition 3 to hold.
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(r) P d(Z) C 1~ ~4 1~.c,

V

(ii) p ~(z) ~ 1 n ~c4 C ~,

Proof of proposition 4:

It follows from the first inequality of equation 9 that, as z increases, the increase of V1 is

greater than the increase of V3. In equation 5, this is equivalent to a decrease of el(z). So, as

z increases, el(z) decreases. The same line of reasoning leads to negative relations between z

and u2, respectively e,(z).

The second question concerns the derivative of a with respect to z. On the line with slope a,

the following conditions hold:

v,(zta(z),u2) - VZ(z}a(z),u2)
e, -a(z,u2)

Take the partial derivative to z:

av,}av,xaa-avZ}av2Xaa
az a~ az az aa az

p av,}av,Xaa-av2}av2Xaa

az ae, az az ae, az

From this follows, using equation 3:

av2 av, av, aato-- t-X-
áz az ae, az

rewriting this equation leads to:
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avz av,
aa az az
áz - a v,

ae,

From equation 9 follows that the numerator is negative. From equation 3 follows that the

denominator is positive, so the partial derivative of a to z is negative. Using the same method,

this can be shown for ~y as well, whereas the partial derivative of fi to z is positive. The points

of departure are, respectively:

V~(zta(z,e,),e4) - V,(zt(3(z,e,),e4)
e4 -(3(z,e,)

for BSlaz, and

V4(zt~y(z,uZ),e4) - VZ(zty(z,u2),e4)
e4 - ti(z,u2)

for 8ylaz.

Proof of proposition 5:

A. Proof of 8~;,laz ] 0:

The sign of a~laz is equal to the sign of 8~r,laz, which depends on the acceptance region of

state 1. The two dimensional acceptance region of state 1 is:

A1 -f(e1,u2,e~ ~ el(Z) G e, G oo ,0 c u2 c u2(z)~

~l(e,,uZ,e~ ~ a C e, C oo ,u2(z) G u2 G oc 1

~(e1,u2,e~ ; e,(z) c e, c oo ,0 c e4 c e,(zJ)~

~(el,uZ,e~ i~ c e, C oo ,e4(z) G e4 G oo ~
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which can be reduced to the following three dimensional equation:

A, -~(e,,uz,ed)ie,(z)Ce,G o~,OC1t2G ~,OGe4C oo]

Now, following equation 13, ~, can be written as:

~, - f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ dF(é,,u2,é4)dé4du2,dé,
J ~,c.~ o 0

from this follows, using the formula for the differentiation of multiple integrals:

áz -- d dz~) X f o f o dF(...)dé4du2 t 0 t 0

As the derivative of e,(z) to z is negative, see proposition 3, the partial derivative of ~r, to z is

positive, so 8~~az is positive.

B. Proof of 8~;,18z - ?:

The three dimensional acceptance region is:

AZ -~(e, , u2,e4) ; 0 c e, G a,u2(z) c uZ c oo ,o c e4 G~~

From which follows:

,~2 - J ~` j ~ ~ ydF(é,,~z,é~dé,duz,dë,
o ~,cZ~ o

differentiation results in:
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d?r2 - da r~ j}dF(...)dé4duZ - du2(z) I~ I 7dF(...)dé4dè, t dy ~~ f~ dF(...)duzdé,
dz dz J uzc.) J o dz o o dz o J ~,c~)

From proposition 3 follows that the first and the third part of this equation are negative,

whereas the second part is positive. The derivative of ~rz to z, and therefore 8~18z are thus

undetermined.

C. Proof of 8~~8z c 0

The three dimensional acceptance region is:

A3 -~(e,,u2,e4); 0 c e, c e,(z),~ c u2 c u2(z),~ c e4 c e,(z)~

From which follows:

e,(E) ui(.) e~(z)
,r3 - Í Í ~ r dF(é,,uZ,é,)dé4du2,dé,

Jo Jo Jo

differentiation results in:

d~f3 - de,(z) u,(z) e~(.) du2(Z) e~(z) e~(z) de4(Z) e~(~) uz(z)
-- j dF(...)dé4duZ t ro r o dF(...)dé4dé, } dz o o dF(...)duZdé,
dz dz J o j o dz J J

All three parts of this equatïon are negative, so the derivative of ~, to z, and therefore a~l8z

are negative.

D. Proof of 8~;,18z - ?

T'he three dimensional acceptance region is:
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A, -~(e, , uz,e~ ~ 0 c e, c~3, O c uz c oo ,e4(Z) c e4 c oo ~

From which follows:

~4 - J ~ J ~ j ~ dF(é,,~2,è4)dé,du2,dé,0 0 ~,cz~

differentiation results in:

áZ3 - áa ,~ o f o dF(...)dé4du2 t ~- d dzZ) J o J o dF(...)du2dé,

The first part of this equation is negative, whereas the second part is positive; ~r, to z, and
a~;,~8z are undetermined.

Proof of proposition 6:

As the proof of this proposition involves the same calculations as in the proof of proposition 4,
the proof of this proposition will be limited to proving that a~;,laz 1 0, i-2,3 in the (u2,e,)
plane. In this plane, the acceptance region is:

Aa -~(uz,e4) i ~ G u2 G oo ,e4(Z) G e4 C oc ]

From which follows:

~, - j m J ~ dF(li2,é~dé4du2
o e~tz)

the differential of ~, becomes:
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dz4 --~dzZ) J odF(..)du2 t0

and therefore 8~;,lóz ~ 0 in the (u,,e,) plane.

Proof of proposition 5:

Proof of 8~;,laz ~ 0:

In the two-dimensional case, the derivation of the acceptance region was fairly easy, as the

different boundaries of each state could be compared in one turn. Unfortunately, this is not so

for the three dimensional case. This can be explained by looking carefully at figure 1. Suppose

that we want to separate the optimal region for state 1(chosen because it is the most easy to

see); if we would apply the method used by Burdett et.al. (and used ín the proof of proposition

6) for this state, we would first set the horizontal axis on the level of the black plane. This

represents the confrontation between states 1 and 3. At the same time, we would confront this

new plane with the conditions which arise from the confrontation of states 1 and 4: the

boundary in which state 1 is optimal is li, but mistakingly, we would take the whole region

from the new horizontal plane to be part of this region. We would take a vertical line from this

horizontal plane to !3 as the boundary, instead of fi itself. In this case, we cannot in one attempt

confront each state with all other states. Instead, we have to consider different possible

rankings, departing from the state whose optimal region we want to determine.

If state 1 is the optimal state, it holds that V, z V;, vi-2,3,4. In this case, there are the

following possibilities: ( i) VZ is the second best option, ( ii) Vj is the second best option, and (iii)

V, is the second best option. Now the sum of the ranking possibilities for which state 1 is the

optimal state, is a way to establish the optimality of state 1, compared to all other states (that

is, in all dimensions). These possibilities, and their conditions, are:

(i) V, ~ VZ - - ~ el ~ a(z,u~

vZ i v, -- i l12 ~ u2(Z)
VZ ~ V4 --~ ea G 1'(Z,uz)

Note that this setting guarantees that V 1~ V3 and V4. Now only V3 versus V3 are not
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confronted, but this will be done when considering the other suboptimal states. The conditions

for this subregion then boils down to

A'-, - {(e„u2,e,)ie,~c~(z,uJ,u2~uZ(z),e,Gy(z,uJ}.

(ii) V, ~ V,
V3 ) Vy
V, i V2

The acceptance region becomes A', -{(e„u2,e4); e, ~ e,(z),uz 1 u~(z),e, G e,(z)}

(iii) V, ~ V, - - ~ e, G ~(z,e,)

V, ~ V, - -1 e, ~ e,(z)

V4 ~ V~ - - ~ e, ~ ti(z,uZ)
The acceptance region becomes A", -{(el,u2,e4); e, G s(z,e,),e,~ e,(z),e,~ y(z,u~}

Now the total acceptance region for state 1, where state 1 is confronted with all ranking

possibilities, can be obtained as A, - A', U A', U A`„ or

A, -{(e„u2,e,); a(z,u~ C e, G~,0 c u, G u2(z),0 L e4 G~(z,e,)}. From equation 14 in the text,

the first derivative of the ~;, to z depends on the partial derivative of ~r, to z. This ~r, - can be

written as:

,r, - Í ~ r ~ Í ~ dF(é,,u2,é4)dè4duz,dê,
JtrJoJo

and from this follows, using the formula for the differentiation of multiple integrals:

azl -- dz x J o j odF(...)dé4du2 }0 f ~a x~~ ~ odF(...)du2dé,

As the first derivative of a to z times -l, as well as the first derivative of ~ to z are positive,

the conclusion is that the first derivative of the escape rate towards state 1 with respect to the

human capital z is positive as well.

The proof of the other (in)equalities are very much alike, and will therefore not be given here.
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derivation of the log likelihood in the case of left-censored variables:

When allowing only for completed spells and right-censored observations, the general form of

the log-likelihood function is:

L~Nir~ -~ n1~~1nJd(r~Z~ t~ n-1~I-d~~1nS(t~Z)

where d,-1 if the n-th spell is completed and 0 otherwise12. In our case, the log-likelihood

function becomes:

1nL(z~a) -~ k ~~dk ]n~;r.(Zk i Q) - T(n) ~,,(Zk i l~)~

where Tn is the length of the n-th spell.

For the inclusion of left-censored variables, we use the method developed by Lancaster13,

which is applicable if the transition model is not duration dependent or stationary. Suppose a

stock sample with durations of length t, of which there are a number of observations for which

part of this t is observed. Denote this part f and denote the unobserved part p. Then t- f f

p and t 1 p holds. The likelihood contribution, or hazard, of an uncensored observation of

length t was f(t)I(1-F(t) - f(t)IS(t), where S(t) is the survival function. This is the probability

that the spell ends on t, given that the spell did not end before t. In the case of a left-censored

variable, the likelihood contribution is the probability that a spell ends after t periods (a length

~~) - ÓS(1) - -~ - r~,~r)

a~

'Z see Kiefer, 1988, p. 662.

13 Lancaster, T., Econometric Methods for the Duration of Unemployment, Econometrica,
vol 47, no. 4, July 1979, pp. 939-956.
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with is partly unobserved and therefore unknown), given that it did not end before being

observed, that is, given that the spell reached length p. This is f(t)IS(p), which can be rewritten

as f(p f f)IS(p). Now we know S(p) from equation 21, and we know: Then the individual

likelihood contribution can be written as

-~e -í~'P) x ~if'p)

e -p x a~) - -~e fX~,~

Now the log likelihood in the case of only complete and right censored observations is:

L(Q,t) -~ n ~d~lnfï(t~z) t~ ~ ~(1-dn)1nS(t;z)

where dn-1 if the n-th spell is not censored and 0 if the spell is right-censored". After

including left censored observations, this function becomes:

1nL(z,Q) -~~r-i~d,~ ln~;r,(Zk i(~) - T(n) ~;~(Zk i Q)~

} ~ ~ ~[dvln~;,i.(Z~ i ~) - F(v) ~; (Z,, i ~)]

where TII is the length of the n-th, completed or right-censored spell, and Fo is the length of the

g-th left- or left- and right-censored spell. N is the number of not left-censored spells, and G

is the number of left-censored spells, both possibly right-censored.

" see Kiefer, 1988, p. 662.
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